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Abstract
When dealing with unsaturated wet granular materials, a fundamental question is: what is the effect of capillary cohesion on the bulk flow and yield behavior? We investigate the dense-flow rheology of unsaturated granular materials through experiments and discrete element simulations of homogeneous, simple annular shear flows of frictional, cohesive, spherical particles. Dense shear flows of dry, cohesionless granular materials exhibit three regimes: quasistatic, inertial, and intermediate [1]. Herewith, we show that the quasistatic and the intermediate regimes persist for unsaturated materials and that the rheology is essentially described by two dimensionless numbers: the reduced pressure \( P^* \) comparing the cohesive to confining forces and the inertial number \( I \), for a wide range of liquid content. This is consistent with recent numerical simulations [2]. Finally, we measure the effective friction coefficient and the solid fraction variation throughout the wet bed. From this we show that, in the quasistatic regime, the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion is a good approximation for large enough \( P^* \). The experimental results agree quantitatively with the numerical simulations ones provided the intergranular friction coefficient \( \mu \) is set to its physical value identified from dry material rheology [3]. To directly and quantitatively determine what happens inside the sheared granular bed, X-ray tomography measurements are carried out in a custom-made setup that enables imaging of a wet granular material after different shear histories. For the explored range of liquid content, samples remain homogeneous but exhibit some complex microscopic morphologies far from simple capillary bridges. From the X-ray microtomographic images, we can clearly distinguish liquid capillary bridges and liquid clusters by their morphologies. We see that the total number of capillary bridges decreases when one increases the liquid content and interestingly increases, at the expense of other morphologies, when we increase the shear strain. This explains the concordance between the experimental and numerical measurements since the numerical model is restricted to the pendular state, for which the liquid phase is completely discontinuous and no coalescence occurs between liquid bridges.
One of the most interesting properties of granular systems is that the grains only interact in the contact points, which form a random network inside the material. However, many powder processing methods such as granulation or coating require humid environments. The presence of liquid affects the properties of granular materials and the behaviour drastically depends on ‘how wet’ the grains are [4]. Indeed, it is commonly known that the addition of a small amount of liquid in a granular medium creates cohesion properties due to the surface tension of the liquid that wets the grains. Four basic states of wet granular material have been identified [4,5]: pendular—liquid bridges between the contact points of the grains; funicular—both liquid bridges and liquid-filled pores; capillary—almost all the pores filled with liquid; and slurry—grains are fully immersed, no capillary action. Generally, these states can be distinguished by the level of liquid content. Such a mixture – unsaturated wet granular materials – may have a strong solidlike behavior [6], and, for instance, enable the building of sand castles as opposed to dry sand which cannot stabilize under gravity with slopes steeper than the angle of repose [7,8].

In the dry case, the rheology is solely dictated by momentum transfer and energy dissipation occurring in direct contacts between grains and with the walls [1]. Despite the simplicity of the system, the behaviour of dry granular materials is very rich and a major step toward describing the rheological properties was the generalization of the Coulomb friction approach [9,10]. This relates the shear stress $\tau$ to the confinement pressure $\sigma_n$ via a friction coefficient $\mu_d^*$ that depends on the dimensionless inertial number $I$ (the $\mu(I)$–rheology) [7,9–14].

The presence of a small amount of interstitial fluid in the system introduces another degree of complexity due to the cohesive forces between particles in addition to the friction force in dry granular matter [15]. In the pendular regime, the liquid, in which the pressure is lower than in the void phase, creates adhesive forces. Their macroscopic effects, in the quasistatic regime, are traditionally described in terms of a cohesion, $c$, appearing in the Mohr-Coulomb condition as:

$$\tau = \mu_d^* \sigma_n + c \quad \text{(Eq.1)}$$

in which $\mu_d^*$ the macroscopic friction coefficient of the dry grain assemblies [16]. The cohesion $c$ vanishes for cohesionless materials such as dry sands. The Mohr-Coulomb stability criterion is analogous to the well-known Coulomb friction law for two sliding surfaces.
The strong influence of the capillary forces on the shear strength is perhaps the most reported property of wet granular materials. However, investigations are mostly limited to the quasistatic behaviours and the influence of shear rate on the mechanical properties is less studied. Bocquet et al. [17,18] studied the effect of waiting time on the repose angle of glass beads contained in a rotating tumbler, and found logarithmic aging of the maximum static angle. They argued that this originates from capillary condensation of water vapor between the packed particles, which results in the formation of liquid bridges.

Wet granular behaviours have been studied in different experimental devices: in a rotating drum [19,20], in a shear apparatus [21], in a segregation flow [22,23] and in a vibrating bed [24]. The system starts to flow when the externally imposed stress exceeds the inter-aggregate contact forces [25]. It was found that a transition from a gaseous regime to a viscoplastic regime occurs when the liquid content reaches a critical point, which is dependent on the particle size [26]. In wet granular systems, liquid bridges are formed by small regions of liquid in the contact area of particles, in which due to surface tension effects a low capillary pressure prevails. Existing studies thus indicate that cohesion strongly affects the behaviour of dense granular flow as well as its microstructure: the mechanical properties at small liquid content are determined by the liquid bridges between grains, and those at larger liquid content are determined by the flow of the liquid through the pores [27]. Besides, the characterization of flow properties is very different; these materials are reported to exhibit a mixed behavior of elasticity, viscosity, and plasticity [19,28]. The reason is that, the few existing studies were done in setups in which shear banding (shear localization) and avalanches strongly influence the apparent rheology, and so it is not obvious that results for a given setup can be translated to a generally applicable conclusion.

In order to attain a general understanding of the role of cohesion in granular materials, it was shown from Discrete Element Method simulations (DEM) that the internal state of the material, in shear flow under controlled normal pressure $\sigma_n$ [2,29–32], depends on two dimensionless parameters: a reduced pressure $P^*$ (similar to the “cohesion number” which was defined as $\eta = 1/P^*$ in [29,32]) comparing the cohesive to confining forces and an inertial number defined as $I = \dot{\gamma}d_p / \sqrt{\sigma_n / \rho_p}$. The simplest model of a granular material in the presence of a wetting liquid in small amount assumes the liquid to be confined in menisci at contacts or in narrow gaps between neighbouring grains [33]. The pairwise attractive force that stems from such liquid bridges is well known [5]. It was implemented in DEM simulations [2,34–37], resulting in good agreements with macroscopic experimental results [37–39] of some quasistatic properties. For monodisperse grains, the adhesion force $F_a$ is the only
internal force and it should be compared to the contact forces induced by the confining stress. Hence, the cohesion of the system is characterized by $P^*$ defined as:

$$P^* = \frac{\sigma_n d_p^2}{F_0} \approx \frac{\sigma_n d_p}{\pi \Gamma}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq.2)

where $F_0 = \pi d_p \Gamma$ is the maximum capillary force between a pair of grains (assuming that the contact angle of the liquid with the surface of the beads is small) and $\Gamma$ the liquid surface tension. When $P^* \gg 1$, the confining forces are dominant and the effects of cohesive forces are negligible. The case $P^* \rightarrow +\infty$ corresponds to cohesionless systems. In the case of $P^* \ll 1$, the effects of cohesive forces become dominant, which may strongly affect the material properties [2]. Thus $P^*$ is a critical microscopic parameter that controls the macroscopic rheology of the system. Thereby $P^*$ extends the rheology of inertial flows to cohesive granular materials [2].

From DEM simulations, it has been thus observed [30,40] that with different cohesive granular models, cohesive forces are expected to have strong effects, possibly enabling very loose equilibrium microstructures for $P^* \ll 1$, while the properties of cohesionless systems are retrieved in the limit of large $P^*$. Note that results in 2D as well as in 3D simulations, lower $P^*$ values increase the effective friction coefficient $\mu_w^* = \tau / \sigma_n$ and decrease the solid fraction $\phi_w$ of the wet sheared granular material (unsaturated granular material). However, the effect on $\mu_w^*$ is considerably larger in the assembly of wet particles in three dimensions: even for $P^* = 1$ [2,29,31,32]. Although those simulations were restricted to the pendular regime (independent menisci) and used simple rules for liquid distribution (e.g., constant meniscus volume), some straightforward extensions are possible, as regards, in particular, the rules governing liquid transport and exchange between different menisci [41–43]. In the same time, viscous effects, which affect the interaction law and might strongly affect the dynamics [44], have not been included into simulations. Nevertheless, they revealed a wealth of remarkable phenomena extending the rheology of dry granular to cohesive granular materials.

At higher liquid content, inter-granular liquid bridges merge, as observed in X-ray microtomography [6,45,46], thereby undermining the adequacy of the binary interaction model as implemented, e.g., in [37], with its simple rules for the spatial distribution of the liquid. It has been found a rich variety of liquid cluster morphologies [33] beyond the well-studied liquid bridge regime. The number and the size of observed liquid clusters strongly depend on the liquid content. Herminghaus [6] showed that the average number of liquid bridges increased with the increasing liquid content, and reached a stable
value when the liquid content exceeded a critical value. The self-diffusion coefficient, defined from the
mean-square diffusive displacements of grains, and the fluctuation velocities also decrease as the
liquid content and liquid viscosity in the wet granular system increase [47,48]. As liquid content
increases further, the pores among grains are progressively filled and at some point the system
becomes a dense suspension, where both grain-liquid and grain-grain interactions play important roles
[5]. The basic physics is that shear strength starts to increase when capillary bridges form between the
grains. For increasing liquid fraction, the capillary bridges merge and eventually disappear when the
granular media is fully saturated. There must be a maximum strength at a finite amount of added
liquid. Indeed, the magnitude of the cohesive forces at different liquid content is intimately linked to
the morphology of the interstitial fluids on the scale of single grains [45,49]. Bruchon and co-workers
used X-ray Computer Tomography (CT) to analyze changes in the three-dimensional grain skeleton
structure upon wetting a sand [50]. In their tests, a small cylindrical specimen of loose sand was wetted
from the bottom and simultaneously scanned in a CT-device. The results indicated that the local
collapse behaviour is related to the coalescence of capillary bridges in the grain skeleton upon wetting.
However, investigations of the influence of cohesion on the flow property of wet granular materials
are mostly limited to the quasistatic regime and the influence of shear rate on the mechanical
properties in relation to the microstructure does not exist to our knowledge.

In this paper, we try to bring new insights on these issues by carefully analyzing the flow of unsaturated
wet grains in the dense regime, following the work of [2,29,32] but with an emphasis on the
quantitative determination of the microstructure and rheological laws. In order to establish the
constitutive laws of the flow of wet granular material, we impose a large enough strain rate to the
sample to approach steady flow regime wherein we can measure macroscopic quantities such as shear
stress and solid volume fraction for a given confining pressure. Experimental results, in terms of friction
coefficient and solid volume fraction variations as functions of the inertial number and the reduced
pressure, are then compared to DEM simulations carried out on model wet granular material using the
same method as in [2,30]. To obtain the details of the grain packing geometry and the liquid
distribution within the sheared sample, we also used a home-made velocity-controlled rheometer
coupled to an X-ray microtomograph to characterize the sample’ microstructure.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

1. WET GRANULAR MATERIALS

The experiments are carried out on model materials: slightly polydisperse assemblies of macroscopic
solid spherical beads, mixed with a non-volatile, wetting, Newtonian liquid. We use rigid polystyrene
beads (Dynoseeds TS 500, Microbeads SA) of density \( \rho_p = 1050 \text{ kg/m}^3 \) and of diameter \( d_p = 0.5 \text{ mm} \) (with a standard deviation of 5%, sufficient to prevent crystallization). We always prepare the system for measurements in the same way to insure reproducible experimental conditions. Subsequently, silicone oil (viscosity 50 mPa.s; density 0.95 g.cm\(^{-3}\); surface tension \( \Gamma = 20.6 \text{ mN/m} \) and wetting angle between 2\(^{\circ}\) and 5\(^{\circ}\)) is mixed thoroughly with the dry beads, after which the system is poured into the shear cell and compacted by repeated tapping. We define the liquid content as \( \varepsilon = V_l / V_s \), where \( V_l \) and \( V_s \) are the volumes of liquid and solid beads respectively. Different liquid contents were tested (\( \varepsilon \in [0.015 – 0.075] \)) corresponding to the pendular state [4]. We use silicon oil rather than water since the polystyrene beads are not wettable by water and to avoid evaporative losses. Note that we have checked by NMR (data not shown) that drainage occurs for \( \varepsilon > 0.075 \): the liquid flows towards the bottom of the sample. All experiments discussed below are carried out, at ambient conditions, by preparing a homogeneous material.

2. X-RAY MICROTOMOGRAPHY

To obtain the details of the grain packing and the liquid morphology within the granular pile, we carried out X-ray microtomography (X-ray CT) experiments. X-ray CT is an imaging tool frequently used in materials science to provide three-dimensional structural information of complex materials in a non-destructive way [33,50].

![Figure 1: (a) Home-made velocity-controlled rheometer coupled to the X-Ray microtomography. (b) Parallel plate- cup geometry.](image)
The wet sample is placed into a parallel plate in cup geometry (Fig. 1b) (of \( h = 9 \) mm of gap and \( R_p = 10 \) mm of radius) in a home-made velocity-controlled rheometer which is inserted into the X-ray microtomograph (Gholami et al. 2017; Deboeuf et al. 2018). Our home-made velocity controlled rheometer consists of two rotary and linear translation motorized stages (Newport, RGV100BL and GTS30V respectively) (Fig. 1a). Both, with a high precision, ensure the implementation of samples and perform the rheological solicitations.

The X-Ray microtomography measurements are conducted with an Ultratom scanner from RX Solutions, equipped with a L10801 Hamamatsu X-ray source (source parameters: 110 kV–125 µA) associated with a Varian PaxScan 2520V flat panel detector used at full resolution. 3D images encoding for the X-ray absorption field are reconstructed from the recorded 2D radiographs. Consistently with the definition of the final 3D images, 1440 projections were taken over 360° rotation with small rotation steps. Note that for each rotation angle, 8 radiographs (with an exposure time for one radiograph of 0.25 s) have been averaged to improve the signal to noise ratio. The final 3D images had a spatial resolution (the voxel size of the image) of 14 µm and a definition of 1648x1294x1678 voxels.

Note that, with our X-ray CT device and the chosen spatial resolution, the whole sample can be scanned in 45 minutes. Subsequently, the three-dimensional gray scale images generated by the reconstruction algorithm were processed with XAct from RX Solutions.

3. STEADY SHEAR EXPERIMENTS UNDER CONFINEMENT PRESSURE

Steady shear experiments were done using two types of stress-controlled rheometers (Kinexus Pro by Malvern and MCR 502 by Anton Paar) with an annular shear cell geometry (Fig. 2) with, respectively, inner and outer radii of \( R_i = 21 \) mm and \( R_o = 45 \) mm [11]. The width of the annular trough is about \( 48 \) \( d_p \), leading to a ratio of inner to outer wall radii of 0.46. To avoid wall slip, both the moving upper boundary and the static lower boundary are serrated, with 0.5mm ridges that correspond to the size of grains.

The normal stress-controlled annular apparatus was designed to carry out such experiments, in which the granular phase may dilate or contract, depending on the density necessary to support \( \sigma_n \) under the imposed strain rate \( \dot{\gamma} \). Instead of setting the value of the gap size for a given experiment, as in previous studies [54] and generally in rheometric measurements, we impose the normal force (i.e., the confining normal stress \( \sigma_n \)) and then, under shear, we let the gap size vary in order to maintain the
desired value of the normal force. We then have access to instantaneous measurements of the driving torque $T$ and the gap $h$ variation for imposed normal force $F_n$ and $\dot{\gamma}$: in this case, the solid volume fraction $\phi_s$ is not fixed but adjusts to the imposed shear [11,55,56]. For our experimental system: surface tension of silicon oil, $\Gamma = 20.6 \text{ mN/m}$, particle diameter $d_p = 0.5 \text{ mm}$ and at a normal stress $\sigma_n = 129.4 \text{ Pa}$, one gets $P^* = 1$.

Figure 2: (a) and (b) Cross section of the annular plane shear flow. The shear and pressure are provided by a ring which is assembled on the rheometer that is free to move vertically while maintaining a constant rotation rate or shear rate and imposed pressure.

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

DEM simulations were carried out on model wet granular materials. The simulated systems are assemblies of monodisperse spherical beads of diameter $d_p$, interacting in their contacts by Hertz-Mindlin elastic-frictional forces [2,3,30]. Let us stress however, that the intergranular friction coefficient is fixed to $\mu = 0.09$ in order to capture the experimental data of polystyrene dry grains [3]. Indeed in the quasistatic regime, numerical simulations show that both $\mu_d$ and $\phi_s$ of dry grains are functions of $\mu$: while the solid fraction is a decreasing function, the internal friction coefficient increases with increasing $\mu$ as previously reported [57]. For wet granular materials, we assume that the value of $\mu$ does not change in the presence of the wetting liquid [55] and we fix the meniscus volume $V_0$, as a parameter of the numerical model, in the pendular regime in which the liquid forms disjoint menisci bridging pairs of grains in contact or close to one another. Menisci form when the
grains come into contact. However, if the grains subsequently move apart from each other, the meniscus deforms and breaks when the distance between their surfaces reaches the rupture threshold $D_0 \sim V_0^{1/3}$ as observed in [58–60].

For small volumes, liquid bridges introduce attractive capillary forces for which the Maugis model [61] is adopted for simulations as in [2,30] and the maximum force for contacting particles is given by $F_0 = \pi d_p \Gamma$. The capillary force varies with the distance $h$ between particle surfaces as:

$$F_{cap} = \begin{cases} -F_0, & h \leq 0 \\ -F_0 \left(1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{2V_0}{\pi d_p h^2}}}\right), & 0 < h \leq D_0 \\ 0, & h > D_0 \end{cases} \quad \text{(Eq.3)}$$

The liquid content is defined as $\varepsilon = \frac{3ZV_0}{\pi d_p^3}$ where $Z$ is the liquid bridge network coordination number (average number of bridges connecting one grain to its neighbours).

For the simulations, 4000 spherical beads are placed in a cubic shear cell, periodic in all three dimensions with an adjustable height. The Lees-Edwards method [2] is implemented to impose the shear rate under a constant normal stress. From time series measurements of the stress components and solid fraction, shear stress and solid fraction are then measured and averaged in the steady state flow (see [2,3] for more details).

III. RESULTS

1. IMAGE ANALYSIS AND LIQUID MORPHOLOGIES

Due to the different X-ray absorption contrast of the three phases: liquid, beads and air, each one can be clearly distinguished from each other. Horizontal slices through 3D tomographic images are shown in Fig. 3 for liquid contents of $\varepsilon = 0.015$, $\varepsilon = 0.03$, and $\varepsilon = 0.075$ respectively.

At $\varepsilon = 0.015$ only capillary bridges can be found in the sample exclusively at the contacts of grains.

Above a critical liquid content $0.015 < \varepsilon < 0.03$, intergranular liquid bridges merge in clusters.

Whereas for a larger liquid content $\varepsilon = 0.03$, liquid clusters are visible; liquid bridges around the contact points and liquid-filled pores coexist. For an even larger liquid content $\varepsilon = 0.075$, more pores
are filled with the liquid. The liquid surface forms large pockets within the material and larger clusters between many beads have formed [62].

![Figure 3: Horizontal slices through 3D tomographic images of randomly distributed polystyrene beads of 500 µm diameter at various liquid contents ε = 0.015 (a), ε = 0.03 (b), and ε = 0.075 (c). Liquid and air appear as white and black areas respectively, while the beads appear as gray discs. The slice cuts the beads at different heights and thus the beads appear to be more polydisperse than they actually are.](image)

For a quantitative analysis of the tomographic images, the raw data had to be smoothed (to reduce the noise of the images) and segmented (to constitute entities that correspond for example to the solid, gaseous and liquid phases in the case of an unsaturated granular media). At each step, a wide range of existing tools can be used [63]. In the first pre-processing step, we reduce the noise in each image by applying a bilateral filter and then a "rolling ball" algorithm is used to correct for uneven illuminated background by simple thresholding method. The second step is the segmentation of images in which the grain and liquid phase were used respectively to extract the volume, the surface and the position of grains on one hand and the liquid content one on the other hand. All further analyses of the segmented images were performed with custom-made programs using Python programming language. In this way, we obtained the statistics of the number of capillary bridges and liquid clusters in contact with a bead, as well as the volume of individual liquid clusters.

In the X-ray microtomographic images, we can clearly distinguish liquid capillary bridges and liquid clusters by their morphologies. The capillary bridge is the liquid morphology between two particles and a 3D capillary bridge is shown in Figure 4. The limited resolution of the X-ray microtomography results in deviations from the real shape of the capillary bridges. For example capillary bridges with two particles in contact can be resolved as ‘donuts’ with a hole in the center and the diameter of this
hole will decrease as the voxel resolution is increased. In addition, a statistical analysis of the
tomography data reveals that the number of capillary liquid bridges decreases as $\varepsilon$ increases further
since capillary bridges merge into liquid clusters. Indeed, it is found in Figure 5 that their frequency in
the sample decreases from 85% at $\varepsilon = 0.03$ to 24% at $\varepsilon = 0.075$. Beside the capillary bridges, the
trimer is the most frequent morphology at $\varepsilon = 0.03$ with 12%. In contrast, trimers and other more
complex morphologies become more common with 37% and 38% respectively for $\varepsilon = 0.075$ than
simple capillary bridges which represent only 25%.

Figure 4: Shapes of some isolated liquid cluster morphologies. For a deep view, beads and air are
hidden

The size of the percolating cluster grows as the liquid content is further increased [33]. The smallest
liquid clusters are here referred to ‘dimer’ and ‘trimer’. They are formed between three beads: the
dimer has two contact points between the particles as shown in Fig. 4 and as depicted in the schematic
inset in Fig. 5(a), while the trimer has three contact points (Fig. 4; Fig. 5(a)). Another larger cluster is
illustrated in Fig. 5(b) – pentamer – cluster that has five contacts between four beads. Moreover, to
explore how the number of capillary bridges and other morphologies on a bead varies with the shear
strain, we prepared samples with a fixed liquid content: $\varepsilon = 0.03$ and $\varepsilon = 0.075$. The shear strain $\gamma$
was varied between 0 and 35. Note that, since shear is inhomogeneous in a parallel plate geometry,
we restrict the analysis of liquid morphology to the region of the gap of radial position
$0.45R_p \leq r \leq 0.95R_p$. In this region, shear is roughly homogeneous, and the microstructure can be
studied as a function of the average shear strain $\gamma = \theta R_{\text{mean}} / h$ by changing the angular displacement $\theta$ of the upper plate of the geometry in which $R_{\text{mean}}$ is defined as $R_{\text{mean}} = (0.45 R_p + 0.9 R_p) / 2$.

$\mathbf{a)}$

Figure 5: Histogram of the frequency of liquid cluster morphologies as a function of shear deformation for two liquid contents $\varepsilon = 0.03$ (a), and $\varepsilon = 0.075$ (b).

Since particles and also the wetting fluid must not move during the time of a scan, this leads us to apply to our sample a given shear strain, then stop the flow and image the material at rest with a “frozen” structure, which is supposed to be close to the structure under flow [51]. The underlying hypothesis is that relaxation of the microstructure at rest is negligible. However, when the shear is stopped, a certain time is needed for the liquid morphologies to equilibrate [33]. During this process, small capillary bridges will grow on the expense of larger clusters. A time series of tomographies was recorded 10 min after the shear has been stopped.

Figure 5 shows a histogram of the frequency of occurrence of liquid capillary bridges and other morphologies found in a granular pile with two liquid contents $\varepsilon = 0.03$ and $\varepsilon = 0.075$ for different values of shear deformation. A puzzling observation is that the total number of capillary bridges increases, at the expense of other morphologies, when we increase the shear strain. Due to the motion of grains, the liquid is redistributed to neighbouring contacts after a steady rupture of large clusters leading to a redistribution of liquid on large scales [42].

2. CONSTITUTIVE LAWS: EXPERIMENTS VERSUS DEM SIMULATIONS
Typical experimental measurements are shown in Fig. 6, where we start out with a gap $h_0$, which represents typically few particle diameters ($10d_p$ to $45d_p$), impose a constant $\dot{\gamma}$ and $F_n$ and measure the torque $T$ and the gap $h$ as functions of strain (or time).

\[
T = 2\pi \int_{R_i}^{R_o} r \tau^2 \, dr \quad \text{(Eq.4)}
\]
where \( R_i = 21 \) mm and \( R_o = 45 \) mm are inner and outer radii of the annular trough. If the radial velocity gradient is neglected \([64,65]\) into the annular trough, the shear stress is quasi-independent of the radial position \( r \) and thus, integrating Eq. (4) yields the shear stress as:

\[
\tau = 3T / 2\pi \left( R_o^3 - R_i^3 \right) \quad \text{(Eq.5)}
\]

Equation (5) holds because the lateral contribution of walls friction on the stress distribution within the granular sample can be neglected due to the lubrication from the wetting liquid \([55]\). Moreover, the cylinders of our annular shear cell, made of polyoxymethylene (POM) resin, were finished as smoothly as possible to permit the granular material to slip there as readily as possible \([11]\).

The normal stress can also be calculated from the normal force as follows:

\[
\sigma_n = \left( F_n + mg / 2 \right) / \pi \left( R_o^2 - R_i^2 \right) \quad \text{(Eq.6)}
\]

Note that for \( h_0 \approx (10 - 45) \mu m \), the imposed normal stress is larger than the hydrostatic pressure once \( F_n \) is larger than 1.20 N, meaning that gravity may be neglected for the explored range of imposed normal forces.

Besides, assuming that the velocity gradient is approximately uniform over the depth and width of the annular trough and a no-slip condition exists at the rough upper and lower shearing walls, one can estimate the mean shear rate averaged across the annulus as:

\[
\dot{\gamma} = \Omega \left( R_o + R_i \right) / 2h \quad \text{(Eq.7)}
\]

And the mean shear strain is given by:

\[
\gamma = \theta \left( R_o + R_i \right) / 2h \quad \text{(Eq.8)}
\]

where \( \theta \) and \( \Omega \) are respectively the angular displacement and the rotation speed of the upper plate.

The spaces between the moving upper plate and the side vertical walls are smaller than 100 \( \mu m \), which is five times as small as the grain size. Since these gaps are so narrow that grains cannot escape from the shear cell, one can measure unambiguously the solid fraction from the gap variation and the mass \( m \) of grains as:

\[
\phi_s = m / \pi \rho h \left( R_o^2 - R_i^2 \right) \quad \text{(Eq.9)}
\]
where \( m \) is the total mass of the wet granular material.

The vertical position \( h(t) \) of the plate indicates the dilation or compaction of the granular material.

We define the macroscopic friction coefficient of the unsaturated granular material is set equal to the time average – in the steady state – of the ratio of the shear stress \( \tau \) to the confining pressure \( \sigma_n \):

\[
\mu^*_w = \frac{\tau}{\sigma_n}.
\]

The macroscopic rheological response of the system of wet particles can therefore be expressed as the non-dimensional macroscopic friction coefficient \( \mu^*_w \) and solid fraction variations \( \phi_s \) versus the inertial number \( I \) for various \( P^* \). For both quantities, a good agreement between experiments and simulations is observed without any adjustable parameter once the intergranular friction coefficient is set to its appropriate value [3].

Figure 7(a) shows, for different values of \( P^* \), how \( \mu^*_w \) varies throughout the flow regimes. Here \( \mu^*_w \) approaches a finite nonzero value in the quasistatic limit (\( I \leq 0.001 \)) which is strongly influenced by capillary forces: it increases with decreasing \( P^* \). When the inertial number is increased, \( \mu^*_w \) increases whatever the reduced pressure. Moreover, all data points are above the curve of the cohesionless dry beads (in the absence of the capillary forces: \( P^* \rightarrow \infty \)): \( \mu^*_w(I,P^*) \) is a decreasing function of \( P^* \), whatever the value of \( I \).

![Figure 7](image)

Figure 7: Experimental (symbols) and simulation (lines) results for macroscopic friction coefficient \( \mu^*_w \) (a) and solid fraction \( \phi_s \) (b) versus inertial number \( I \) for different values of reduced pressure \( P^* \). The error bars correspond to the standard deviation of the torque and the gap level in the steady state.
Complementary information is the dynamical dilatancy law, which describes the variations of the solid fraction as a function of the inertial number: $\Phi_S$ decreases with increasing $I$ (Fig. 7(b)). As for the friction coefficient, the solid fraction variation is strongly influenced by $P^*$: $\Phi_S$ is an increasing function of $P^*$ for the explored range of inertia number. In the quasistatic regime, the solid fraction decreases from 0.615 to 0.605 when $P^*$ decreases.

The increase of $\mu^*$ and the decrease of $\Phi_S$ for moderate values of $I$ show the usual behavior of granular materials under shear flow, similar to other studies on dry grains reported in the experimental and numerical literature [2,7,10–12,29]. The shear resistance appears however, to be underestimated by the simulations: $\mu^*$ grows faster with $I$ in the experiments than in simulations.

However, the transition between the quasistatic and intermediate regimes tends to occur at small $I$ as $P^*$ increases so that the friction coefficient (respectively, the solid fraction) increases (decreases) faster for the dry sample than for the wet ones. Indeed, as contacts are stabilized by attractive (capillary) forces that hold the granular system together, they do not so easily open when the network is being sheared that should limit the dilating tendency of faster flows [15].

For wet granular materials, however, to establish constitutive laws of the flow, it is essential to ensure that the flow, at least from a macroscopic point of view, is homogeneous. Only a few published studies investigated the effects of cohesion on shear banding: [66] concerning dense adhesive emulsions, [67] on cemented granular media and [2,68] on wet granular media. Rheological studies on adhesive and nonadhesive emulsions [66,69] reported that the presence of attractive forces at contact affects shear banding by affecting flow heterogeneity and wall slip. In wet granular materials, Khamseh and co-workers have shown from DEM simulations a permanent shear banding for low $P^* = 0.1$ and that the localization tendency of the flow increases for smaller values of inertial number. To investigate that effect, we have varied the initial size of the gap from $10d_p$ to $44d_p$.

Figure 8 illustrates the evolution of the friction coefficient and of the solid fraction with the gap heights for $P^* = 2.3$ and $I = 0.03$: it shows that changing the gap does not significantly affect these results. This suggests a total absence of shear localization at this reduced pressure. However, at small $P^* \leq 2$, the resolution of our measurements is not sufficient to dismiss the possibility that shear localization arises. This is why the explored $P^*$ values are restricted to the range of $P^* \geq 2$. 
3. MACROSCOPIC COHESION

Previously reported experiments of unsaturated granular materials show that the tensile strength and the yield stress have a typical dependence on the wetting liquid fraction \([70]\). The friction coefficient \(\mu_w^*\) in the quasistatic regime increases with decreasing \(P^*\) and increasing the liquid content \([3]\). If there is no geometric ordering of the system, it has been argued that these capillary forces introduce a predominantly isotropic compressive stress into the system \([16]\). The effective stress of the wet granular material will then be in each case represented by a Mohr circle shifted to the right with both principal stresses increased by the value of the isotropic compressive stress. In the case of non-cohesive dry materials, the steady shear stress is a linear function of pressure, as predicted by the Mohr-Coulomb criterion with a slope that increases with increasing shear rate \([11]\). However, for wet granular materials, the relation between shear stress and confining pressure becomes non-linear when cohesion \(c\) is introduced at the contacts due to capillary forces. Taking \(c\) independent of \(P^*\), (Eq. 1) implies that the friction coefficient \(\mu_w^*\) should vary linearly with \(1/P^*\) as:

\[
\mu_w^* = \mu_d^* + \frac{C^*}{P^*} \tag{Eq.10}
\]

where \(C^* = cd_p/\pi\Gamma\) is a dimensionless cohesion and \(\mu_d^*\) the friction coefficient of the dry sample.
To evidence that, measurements were done in the quasistatic regime with samples subjected to a very low shear rate under different confining pressures corresponding to an inertia number of $I = 0.001$. The resulting steady stresses and solid fraction were measured in the same way as discussed above.

Figure 9(a) uses Eq. 10 to identify values of cohesion $C^*$. Indeed, the linearity of the graphs shows that the Mohr-Coulomb criterion fits well the experimental points, at least as long as $P^* \geq 2$. For smaller $P^*$, the shear resistance is overestimated by the Mohr-Coulomb criterion. Moreover, we evidence once again that when $P^* \to \infty$, wet granular material behaves as a dry one and the friction coefficient goes to $\mu^* = \mu_d = 0.25$ that coincides with the internal friction coefficient of the material in its critical state. (Fig. 7a).

Figure 9(b) shows that the macroscopic cohesion $C^*$, which is the slope of the linear increase of $\mu^*_w$ vs. $1/P^*$, is a growing function of the liquid content. Furthermore, a fair agreement between experiments and numerical simulations is found. More complete numerical results are presented in [3], in which a detailed numerical study of the influence of the parameters (intergranular friction coefficient $\mu$, liquid content $\varepsilon$) on this cohesion, on the hypothesis of the quasistatic effective stresses, and the relations of the shear resistance with different variables characterizing the state of
the material (coordination, orientations of the bridges liquids ...) are considered. This result is consistent with the cohesion in static shear strength experiments conducted on glass beads by Richefeu et al. [37] and the relation between the cohesion and the liquid content seems to follow a similar trend as that for the elastic modulus with the liquid content [45,70]. In the pendular regime, the macroscopic cohesion increases with the increasing liquid bridge volume [38,59].

We now discuss a possible estimation way to predict the friction law of wet granular material applying the Rumpf model [71]. In the quasistatic regime, according to Rumpf’s theory, values of cohesion $C^*$ of wet granular materials in the pendular regime could be estimated with the following expression [2,35,37]:

$$C^* = \mu_d^* \frac{Z\phi_S}{\pi} \quad \text{(Eq.11)}$$

where $Z$ is the liquid bridge coordination number, $\phi_S$ and $\mu_d^*$ are respectively the experimental data, in the quasistatic regime, of the solid fraction of the wet sample and the friction coefficient of the dry material.

In the quasistatic regime, Eq. 11 correctly predicts the macroscopic dimensionless cohesion for the higher liquid contents in the investigated range (Fig. 9b), but overestimates it at lower liquid contents, for which it fails to capture the decreasing trend.

Furthermore, taking thus the coordination number roughly constant of $I$ and $P^*$ (Khamseh et al. 2015), Eq. 1 implies that the theoretical friction coefficient $\mu_{w-th}^*$ can be written as:

$$\mu_{w-th}^*(I, P^*) = \mu_d^*(I) \left[ 1 + \frac{Z\phi_S(I, P^*)}{\pi P^*} \right] \quad \text{(Eq.12)}$$

From the experimental measurements of the friction coefficient of dry grains and of the solid fraction of the wet sample for a given reduced pressure (Fig. 7), Figure 10 shows that (Eq. 12) provides a good estimation of the friction coefficient of the unsaturated wet granular material for different liquid content. Note that some constant value of the wet coordination number $Z = 6.2$ has to be chosen in (Eq. 12). This high liquid bridge coordination number can be explained by the higher bridge connectivity in close packings: values close to 6 and 6.5 for respectively a loose and dense packings were observed from [72] in experiments and between 6.8 and 4.8 in simulations [2]. Note that however, this liquid bridge coordination number can be obtained from the X-ray microtomography images but further analysis is required.
IV. CONCLUSION

This paper examines experimentally the transition from the yielding to the flowing behavior of unsaturated wet granular materials. Attention was focused on homogeneously sheared assemblies of particles in an annular shear cell. From well controlled rheometric measurements (under imposed confining normal stress and applied shear rate) and using two simple characterization tools (the inertial number and the reduced pressure), the internal state of wet granular materials is described. Summarizing, we find that there is a pronounced effect of the addition of small amounts of wetting liquid to dry granular matter. It is observed that the conventional $\mu(I)$–rheology (usually used for dry granular matter) must be modified to take into account other factors such as cohesion as already observed from DEM simulations [2,29]. Compared to dry granular materials, the wet ones exhibit a similar behavior, however, which is dependent on the reduced pressure $P^*$. While the macroscopic friction coefficient increases when $P^*$ decreases, the solid volume fraction is a decreasing function of...
Such a strong influence of cohesive forces contrasts with the 2D numerical results of [29,32], in which similar deviations between cohesionless and cohesive systems are not observed until $P^*$ decreases to much lower values, of order 0.3.

Additionally, in the quasistatic regime, a simple effective stress approach may quantitatively account for the shear resistance trend in good approximation as long as $P^* \gtrsim 2$. The Mohr-Coulomb criterion approximately describes critical states in the same reduced pressure range, but is no longer applicable at lower $P^*$. Also results of DEM simulations are shown to agree quantitatively with experimental ones, provided the right value $\mu \approx 0.09$ is given to the intergranular friction coefficient, as identified from the macroscopic properties of the dry material. Once the value of $\mu \approx 0.09$ is determined from the dry case (to calibrate the simulations), there is indeed no more adjustable parameter for the wet sample. Note however, one limitation of the DEM model is its inability to deal with liquid contents exceeding the pendular regime. Numerical models for higher liquid contents, resorting, e.g., to a lattice Boltzmann discretization of the interstitial liquid, are currently being developed [73–75].

Further use of X-ray tomography technique enabled investigations of the microstructure. It is found that, for the explored range of liquid content, samples stay homogeneous with however the presence of a multitude complex morphologies far from simple capillary bridges. We also observed that shearing tends to reduce the number of these large liquid morphologies to the cost of simple liquid bridges. This important result seems to explain the concordance between experimental and numerical measurements. Indeed, the numerical model is restricted to the pendular state, in which the liquid phase is completely discontinuous and no coalescence occurs between liquid bridges.

We believe that the experimental techniques described in this work can be successfully used as a means of investigating the properties of wet cohesive granular materials flows. But as we consider dynamics, there must also be viscous interactions between moving grains, and even the liquid inertia must become important for fast dynamics [41,42]. Indeed, the liquid content and the hysteresis for liquid bridge creation and rupture between approaching or receding grain pairs have been observed to significantly affect the rheology in simulations [2]. Unfortunately, such dynamical effects have been difficult to characterize with conventional rheometric techniques. However, in an ongoing project, we plan to image the evolution of the microstructure under shear with a shear device inserted into MRI imager, enabling local measurements of granular solid fraction and liquid content. A direct access to the velocity or strain field was shown to be crucial to a correct measurement of rheological laws for materials in which strains tend to localize in shear zones [76].
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